
Milnerton Ridge Neighbourhood Watch Milnerton Ridge 7435 25 March 2016 
Daleglen Property  2nd Floor, 71 Bree Street Cape Town 8001 
Dear Sirs/Madams 
Ref: Upgrade of Camera Security - Paddocks Shopping Centre, Milnerton Ridge.   
The Milnerton Ridge Neighbourhood Watch has made great strides in upgrading the security of the Milnerton Ridge 
area.  We have done this by inter alia raising levels of vigilance, including the use of cameras.   
Your Paddocks Shopping Centre is an integral part of this community, and whilst we really do appreciate the work that 
you have done to improve the shopping centre significantly in recent times, there have been several reports of crimes 
inside the area under your control. 
The Milnerton Ridge Neighbourhood Watch understand with concern that although you have cameras at the centre, these are inadequate in that they do not cover all areas of the centre, may be unmanned for long periods of time, and in some cases, not operational at all. This may lead to a false sense of security by many of our residents who shop there. 
To this end, we initiated an awareness petition amongst the residents who frequent the Paddocks and encouraged all to share with you their thoughts and feelings on the matter of security at the centre. We herewith forward this feedback to you in in order to provide you with some insight regarding their concerns - particularly in light of the serious crimes that have been committed there of late. 
Basically, the request from the community is that you, an important stakeholder in our area, look into upgrading your 
security - in particular, the camera system, and monitoring thereof. With your cooperation, we can reduce or even 
stop the escalating crime levels against your customers and tenants. We understand that although cameras may not 
prevent every instance of crime, they are a deterrent and can certainly identity perpetrators of any crime. We believe 
that you are of the same opinion regarding the deterrent point of view, and have facilitated the installation of the new 
and important LPR camera on the corner of your plot covering the road between yourself and China Town, by RAMPOA, 
for which we thank you.  
Crimewatch are our NW partners and when out on patrol – in and around Milnerton Ridge and around the Paddocks 
Centre, we depend on them to ensure our safety. However, we have no expectation that you use this company to fulfil 
our request. 
Please take this petition to heart and accept it in the spirit it was intended. It is a heartfelt request from the community who would feel much safer with every level of security you can provide them with. 
We invite you to initiate a discussion with us and would like to share your hopefully positive response with our 
residents through the mediums which we use to provide feedback to them. 
Kind regards, 
Jacqui Pember 
Administrator 
Milnerton Ridge Neighbourhood Watch 
www.mrnwatch.org.za 
072 497 5949 



PETITION FOR CAMERA MONITORING AND GENERAL SECURITY AT THE PADDOCKS: MARCH 2016 
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Website Post http://www.mrnwatch.org.za/security-at-the-paddocks-shopping-centre/ 
Security incidents are becoming a common occurrence – from remote jamming, to hi-jacking, car theft, shop lifting, ATM scamming/tampering and armed robberies. In addition, we strongly suspect that the parking lot is being used as a meeting place for criminals to gather and plan their next target. 
It has come to our attention that the Paddocks Centre has a network of cameras in and around the centre. But firstly – the placement and number of these are inadequate, and secondly, that those that are there – are not monitored. 
A proposal has been put forward to Daleglen – the owners of the centre, and therefore a key stakeholder in our community, which would address both of these issues. However, they allegedly do not see the value in spending money on this added security layer. Thereby effectively rendering any of their cameras useless as a pro-active tool in PREVENTING crime. 
The Milnerton Ridge Neighbourhood Watch would like to petition Daleglen to do something about this situation, as at this point all they are doing is giving shoppers a false sense of security. As it is, this sense of security is starting to wane and people are becoming reluctant to visit the centre to go about their normal day to day business. This would be to the detriment of the tenants of the centre, as well as the neighbourhood, as we need a vibrant, well maintained and easily accessible shopping centre in our area. 
Please complete the petition below to voice your opinion –  comments related to the petition would support your statement, so feel free to submit them. All answers will be collated and forwarded to the agents at the end of March 2016. 
Dear Daleglen 
It has come to my attention that you have been approached to address the security issues at the Paddocks Shopping Centre by providing additional cameras and a monitoring service for preventative detection of issues at the centre.   It would seem that you do not consider the safety of shoppers of high enough importance to justify the spending of the required amount to provide this service.   I hereby petition you to please reconsider this stance and to prioritise security at the centre by having the cameras monitored.  Responses received via e-mail from the 293 residents named below, between the dates 17 and 31 March 2016:  
(Please note that all respondent e-mail addresses are in possession of the MRNW and answers from yourselves will be shared with said respondents.) 
  


